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ABSTRACT 
The growth curve model (Potthoff and Roy, 1964) and an extension (van Rosen, 
1989) are considered. The mean structures for the models are given by ABC and 
E, A, B,C:,, respectively, where the A and C matrices a-e known and the B matrices 
unknown. The purpose is to discuss homogeneous matrix equations DBE = 0, Di BE, 
=o, i=l,2 >..., .s and D, B, E, + D, B, E, = 0 regarded as restrictions on the 
parameter space in statistical nlodels. Among other results, we will see what kind of 
restrictions have to be imposed on the D and E matrices in order to obtain 
interpretable maximum likelihood estimators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study a multivariate linear model when linear 
restrictions exist on the parameter space of the mean. The purpose is to 
present a general discussion of what kind of restrictions we may consider and 
to indicate a correct method for estimating parameters under some restric- 
tions, of which only some special cases have previously been considered. 
In particular, the material in Section 6 has not previously been discussed 
in a correct manner. All restrictions in this paper are represented with the 
aid of linear homogeneous matrix equations. It will be indicated that certain 
representations of the solutions are advantageous. These are based on decom- 
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positions of tensor spaces and are useful, since the likelihood estimators are 
given through projections on certain subspaces. More precisely, the equations 
which will be considered are DBE = 0, Di BE, = 0, i = 1,2, . . . , s, and 
D, B, E, + D, B, E, = 0, where the D’s and E’s are known matrices and the 
B’s unknown. The main theme of the paper is to present uniqueness 
conditions for the maximum likelihood estimators under these equations 
which imply that the estimators are interpretable. 
Section 2 introduces the statistical models, Section 3 the representations 
of solutions to linear homogeneous equations, and in Sections 5-6 these 
solutions are utilized in discussing the models. In Section 4 we illustrate the 
results with the help of some examples. 
All matrices in this paper are supposed to be real. %?‘(.I and %?Y(*)~ stand 
for the column vector space and its orthogonal complement under the 
standard inner product, respectively. The matrix A” is any matrix spanning 
@A)‘. Moreover, p(s) denotes the rank of a matrix, and p.d. stands 
for positive definite. 8 signifies the right Kronecker product defined by 
A @ B = (aij B). For any matrix A, A - denotes an arbitrary g-inverse in the 
sense of AA-A = A. 
2. MULTIVARIATE LINEAR MODELS 
The models which will be discussed in this paper is the ordinary growth 
curve model (Potthoff and Roy (1964); f or a review see von Rosen (1991)) 
and a useful extension (Banken, 1984; Verbyla and Venables, 1988; 
von Rosen, 1989b). Among other things it is shown that the models are con- 
nected through the expressions for the solutions of the linear equations 
presented in the next section. 
DEFINITION 2.1. [Multivariate linear normal model with mean C/‘I, 
Ai B,C,, referred to as MLNM(Cr! I Ai B,C,)]. Let X : p x n, Ai : p x qi, 
qi G p, Bi : qi x k,, ci : ki x n, Z : p x p p.d., where p(C,> + p < n and 
g’(c:,,1 G @CL,_,) !Z ... G G?‘(C;). The columns of X are independently 
p-variate normally distributed with an unknown dispersion matrix Z;, and 
E[ X] = CT= 1 AiBiCi, where the A’s and C’s are known and the B’s 
unknown. 
Note that the growth curve model is a special case of the model in 
Definition 2.1, i.e. when m = 1, and may also be called MLNM(ABC), 
as will be done in this report. If linear restrictions on the B’s, for example, 
DBE = 0, exist in MLNM( ABC), we denote this by MLNM( ABC; DBE = 
0). Banken (1984) studied a canonical version of MLNM(C:” , A, B,C,), and 
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Verbyla and Venables (1988) studied an extension where the nested subspace 
condition is omitted. Verbyla and Venables discussed an algorithm for obtain- 
ing estimators and noted that under the nested subspace condition, i.e. the 
model given by Definition 2.1, the algorithm converged in a single step. 
Furthermore, they remarked that the model treated in this paper has some 
important applications, and we will also give several applications of it, viz. 
MLNM( ABC) under linear restrictions on B. 
We now present the maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters in 
MLNM(Cy= , Ai B,C,). For a proof of the theorem refer to von Rosen (1989). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 
P, = Tr_,Tr-PTr-R x ... x T,, T,, = I, i-=1,2 )...) m-t 1, 
Gi = ( A’&S,‘PiAi) A’@:‘, i = 1,2 ,..., m, 
T, = Z - PiAiG,, Sj = i K3, i = 1,2 ,..., m, 
i=i 
Assuming S, to he p.cl., representations of the maximum likelihood estimators 
for B, ins MLNM(Cy=, Ai B,C,> are gir;en by 




A&, X - c A&Ci 
i=r+l 
where the Z’s are arbitrary matrices. 
One may note that T, as well as P, are projectors on certain subspaces. 
The following theorem has also been stated elsewhere (van Rosen, 1990), 
but since several of the results in this paper follow from it, it is recalled. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let 
A .s.r = (A, : A: 
A 5. r = ( A, : A, 
A =O, .s, r 
. *.. 
. . . 
S’ 
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:A r_, : A,.+l: *** :A,+,$_,), 
s =2,3 ,...> m - r, r> 1, 
:A,v), 
.s = 2,3,. . . , m - r, r = 1, 
:A ) r-1 ) 
s = 1 < m - r, r> 1, 
s = 1, r= 1. 
B^,. given in Theorem 2.1 is unique if and only if 
~(4) = yr> P(Cr) = kr, 
%‘(A,) W’(A,:A,:YA,_,)=(O}, r>l, 
W4,JL n[%%,.) + W%+Jl 
n [W A,,, r> + g( A,)] = ((8 ) s=1,2, . . . . rn - r. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to some comments on a conjecture 
and in particular to the nested subspace condition E’(C~,,> c E’(C:,, ,> c 
. . . G %Y(C;). It may be worth observing that instead of this condition we 
could have supposed ‘Z’( A,,,) G E’( A,,, ~, > c ... c W( A,). The discussions 
in Sections 5 and 6 will rest on the conjecture presented below. Note, 
however, that if the conjecture is false, the results are still valid. The 
conjecture is just a motivation for our approach in these sections. 
CONJECTURE. In order to obtain explicit maximum likelihood estimators 
in MLNM( ABC) under linear restrictions on B, it should be possible to 
reparametrize in such a manner that the model with restrictions belongs to 
MLNM(Cy= , Aj B,C,>. In particular the nested subspace condition should be 
satisfied. 
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The conjecture may be illustrated with the help of the special case m = 2. 
Suppose that E’(C;> p ‘Z’(C;). Th en the model belongs to the class of models 
which usually are called seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) models. The 
likelihood equations are 
A’,cpL( X - A,B,C, - A,B,C,)C; = 0, 
A;C-‘( X - A,B,C, - A,B,C,)C; = 0, 
(2.1) 
nC = ( X - A, B,C, - A, B,C,) 
x (X - A,R,C, - A,B,C,)‘. 
Let C’ = (C’, : Ch), V = XC’(CC’)-C - A,B,C, - A,B,C,, S = X(1 - 
C’(CC’)-C)X’, and K = (I + V’Sp’V)m’. The first equation in (2.1) can 
be replaced by 
A’,S-‘[XC’(CC’)- C - A,B,C, - A,B,C,]KC; = 0, 
which gives 
A,B,C, = Al( A;S-‘A,)- A;S+ 
x[ XC’(CC’)- C - A,B,C,]KC;(C,KC;) C,. (2.2) 
Since B, is inchlded in K, it is difficult to imagine that (2.2) enables the 
finding of any explicit expression for B,. However, the point is that for any 
pd. matrix K, CKC;(C,KC’,)-C, = C if and only if %‘(C~> c E’(C;), and if 
E’(C;> c %?‘(C; ) holds, (2.2) reduces to an expression which is independent 
of K: 
A,B,C, =A,(A;S’A,) A’,S-‘[XC’(CC-C -A,B,C,]. (2.3) 
Moreover, if A, B,C, is inserted in the other two equations in (2.11, we 
obtain likelihood equations which are ahnost identical to the equations for 
MLNM( ABC). Solutions to these equations can be found, and if we insert 
these solutions in (2.3), we obtain that (2.3) ‘: 15 a consistent linear equation in 
B,. More details on how to solve (2.1) can be found in von Rosen (1989). 
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Hence, it seems reasonable to believe that the nested subspace condition 
must be valid in MLNM(Cy., Ai B,C,). 
To understand the first part of the conjecture we may suppose that B 
consists of four rows and four columns with blocks (bij) of size 2 X 2, and 
partition C = (C; : C;>l, A = (A, : A,) . m correspondence to B. We obtain 
that MLNM(ABC; h,, = b,, = 0) equals an MLNM(A,b,,C, + A,b,,C2), 
and ‘Z’(Ck) 5 %?(C;) may not be valid. Thus we are back in the situation 
considered above. 
Another example of linear restrictions is h,, = b,,, b,, = b,, = 0. 
Then we obtain that MLNM(ABC; b,, = b,,, b,, = b,, = 0) equals an 
MLNM( A,b,,C, + A,b,,C,) w lc h’ h . 1s not included among the models given 
by definition 2.1. Furthermore, the likelihood equations for this model are 
very similar to those given in (3.I), and no explicit solution to them is known. 
Hence, we have presented two examples where a model defined by linear 
restrictions on B in MLNM(ABC) cannot be reparametrized into an 
MLNM(C:" , Ai B,C,> where a nested subspace condition holds, nor do any 
explicit representations of maximum likelihood estimators seem to be obtain- 
able. On the other hand, b,, = b,, = b,, = 0, b,, = b,, = 0, and b,, = 0 
can all be treated. For the first two restrictions we obtain an MLNM( ABC), 
and for the last one an MLNM(A, B,C, + A,B,C,) for some A’s, B’S, 
and C’s. 
Finally we note that it is difficult to give a formal proof of the conjecture, 
because it is not obvious how to characterize when likelihood equations can 
be solved explicitly. On the other hand, that the nested subspace condition 
leads to explicit solutions is a fact, but there exists no theory of why this 
should be the case. 
3. LINEAR EQUATIONS 
Here we will very briefly summarize the results for linear equations 
needed in the sequel. The proofs are omitted, since they are not of impor- 
tance for the presentation and may be found in von Rosen (1993). 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(i) A representation of the general solution to the equation DBE = 0 in 
B is 
B = (D’)” 8, + D’8,E”’ 
where the O’s are arbitrary matrices. 
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(ii) A representation of the general solution to the equation in Di BE, = 0, 
i = 1,2, in B is 
B = U,e,E;’ + U,e,( E, : E2)” + U,e,E;’ + U,e, 
where the 8’s are arbitra y matrices and U,-U, are any matrices satisfying 
‘iF(Ul) =S?(D;:D;) ni%‘(D’$, ‘iF(U2) = FY( D;) n 5F( D;), 
%?(Us) =‘iFY(D’l:D’,) n%‘(D’,)i, @(U,) = ‘iS’( D; : D;)’ . 
(iii) A representation of the general solution to the equation D, B,E, + 
D,B,E, = 0 in B, and B, is 
B, = -D;D,(D’,D”, :(D;)“)“e,(E,(E;)“)o’E,E~ 
+( D;)O e, + D;e,E;‘, 
where the O’s are arbitrary matrices. 
REMARKS. The solutions in (i) and (ii) are based on vector space 
decompositions, namely decompositions of l9(E 8 0’) ’ and %‘(E, @ 
D; : E, @ 0;)’ . Furthermore, in order to interpret (iii) observe that for any 
matrices A and B of proper sizes we have %‘(A) n SF(B) = tZ’( A(A’B” )” ). 
To see some advantages in the representation of solutions in the lemma, 
we compare Lemma 3.1(i) with the “classical” solution B = 8 - Dp DeEE-, 
where 0 is arbitrary, in MLNM( ABC; DBE = 0). Using B = e - 
D-DeEE-, we obtain a model with mean E[X] = ABC - AD-DeEE-C 
and likelihood equations 
A?-‘( X - AeC ~+ AD-DeEE-C)C’ 
-DO-‘A’c-I( X - ABC + AD-DeEE-C)C’E-‘E’ = 0, (3.1) 
nz = (X - AeC + AD-DeEE-C)( X - AeC + AD-DeEE-C)‘. 
To find explicit expressions for the parameters in (3.1) seems difficult, 
whereas for (2.1) with C, = C, C, = EY’C it is fairly easy (see von Rosen, 
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1989). A reason for this is that in (2.1) we have a correct parametrization, 
whereas in (3.1) the problem is overparametrized. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we will discuss with the help of an example how various 
restrictions may be interpreted. We hope that the example will show that 
there sometimes exist very natural ways of interpreting the results in Sections 
5 and 6. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose that we have three treatment groups of animals with 
nj (j = 1,2,3) animals in the jth group. All animals have been measured at 
the same p time points. It is assumed that the distribution of the measure- 
ments of an animal is multivariate normal with an dispersion matrix 2, and 
that the expected growth curve, i.e. the mean of the distribution for each 
treatment group, is a polynomial in time of degree 2. Hence, the mean of the 
jth treatment group can be written 
b,j + bzjti + bajt;2, j = 1,2,3, i = 1,2 ,..., p, 
where bij are unknown parameters. In matrix notation 
B= 
h, b,, b,, 
b,, b,, b,, > 
1 
A= 
b 31 bs b,, 
1 t, t; 
1 t, t; 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
1 t,, t; 
and if for each animal its observation vector is represented as a column in X, 
we get E[X] = ABC, where C is a design matrix which defines the different 
treatment groups and is identical with the design matrix in an ordinary 
analysis of variance model. 
Now, suppose that the growth curve for the second and third treatment 
groups is just linear, which means that b,, = b:,, = 0. Hence, instead of 
E[X] = ABC, we obtain E[X] = A,B,C1 + A, B,C,, where B, is given by 
the first two rows in B, B, equals b,,, and the A’s and C’s correspond to the 
B’s. Here B, describes the constant and linear term, whereas B, stands for 
the quadratic term. However, instead of b,, = b,,, = 0 we may consider 
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DBE = 0 with D = (0 0 1) and E’ = (0 I>, which if solved according to 
Theorem 3.1(i) gives 
B = (I O)‘O, + (0 0 1)‘8,(1 0 O), (4.1) 
and B, corresponds to oi, i = 1, 2, showing that the 8’s have a clear 
interpretation. On the other hand, using the “classical solution” B = 0 - 
D-DBEE- where 0 is arbitrary will not mean an>*hing without reference to 
particular g-inverses D and Ep. Thus, using this sohltion, it is difficult to 
obtain an estimator for 8 as well as to interpret it, whereas in (4.I), 8, and 0; 
respectively correspond to the first order and the second order term. 
Furthermore, suppose that one treatment group follows a second order 
I~olynomial, one treatment group follows a first order polvnomial, ant 1 
one treatment group has a constant mean. In this case we get ‘a model with 
mean of the form E[X] = A, B,C, + A,B,C2 + A,3B,,C,, where %‘(C$ c 
%‘(Ch> c %‘(C’,). Equivalently we could have considered an MLNM(ABC; 
D, BE, = 0, D, BE, = 0) where %Y;‘( E,) L %‘( E,). 0bsen.e that GY( E,) L 
Si%?( E2) is very natural here, since it explains the difference between various 
treatment groups. 
Instead of the above conditions on B, assume now that for two treatment 
groups the constants, i.e. h ,2 and h,,j, are both proportional to the same 
unknown constant. This may be realistic in many situations. For instance, 
when there is one factor influencing the treatment groups but depending on 
the treatment conditions, there may be a difference between influences 
on the groups. Mathematically this may be expressed as (h ,? : I-,,,) = 
O(F, : F2) or h,, = h,,F, where F,, F2, and F are known, or ec@.alently as 
DBE, = 8E, for some D and E’s, where B and /3 are mlknown. IIrnce we 
have linear restrictions which differ from those previouslv discussed. Indeed, 
for MLNM( ABC) no correct treatment has hitherto been presented under 
this tj-pe of restrictions, and Section 6 will fill in this gap. 
ij. RESTRICTIONS OF THE FORM Di BE, = 0, i = 1,2,. . . , s 
Consider MLNM(ABC; DBE = 0). F rom Theorem 3.1(i) it follows that 
we equivalently can work with the MLNM( A( D’)“@,C + AD’@, E” ‘C), which 
otniously belongs to the class of MLNM(CyL , A, B,C,). Hence, using 
Theorem 2.1, maximum likelihood estimators 8, and 0, are found. Note that 
in many applications 8, and 8, have certain interpretations, e.g. in the 
previous section, and are more natural to consider than B. There are three ,. _ 
problems which we are interested in: when is 0, unique, when is Be unique, 
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and when is I? = (D’~e^, + 06, E”’ unique? The answers are given in the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. MLNM( ABC; DBC = 0) can equiva@tly be treated as 
an MLNM( A( p’p0,C ,+ AD’8, E”‘C) with I? = (D’PB, + D’O, E”‘. The 
expressions for 8, and Be follow from theorem 2.1. Furthermore, 
(i) e^l is unique if and only if 
%?( A’)’ ng( D’)‘= {0), 59’( AD’) n i?( A( 0’)’ ) = {0} , 
p(c) =k, 
and any l;natrix spanning $T’( D’) used in the formulas is of full rank. 
(ii) 13~ is unique if and only if 
E’( A')' nZ?(D’) = (O}, ‘Z( AD’) n ST( A( D’)O ) = {0} , 
p(C) = k: 
and D is ff full rank. 
(iii) B is unique if and only if 
p(C) = k, 55’( A’)’ fI5Z(D’)‘= {0}, and 
%?(D’) n [%?(A') n E?(D')]'= {O). 
Proof. Except for the last relation in (iii) all statements are immediately 
obtained from TheoreAm 2.2. For the last relation it follows by inserting the 
expression for f3i in B that 
D’e^, E” ’ - (D’)~G,AD%,E”~ 
must be unique, and then from Theorem 2.1 it follows that %‘( D> = 
‘Z’( DA’( A( D’>” )“ ), which is equivalent to the last statement in (iii), since for 
arbitrary matrices B and C of proper sizes, ‘i?( B’) = SZ’( B’C) is equivalent to 
5??(B) n Z?(C)'= (01. 
REMARKS. The subspace condition; in (i) imply that %‘( D’) ’ c %‘( A’), 
but that assumption is not enough for 8, to be unique. In (ii) the subspace 
conditions imply that Z+‘( D’) c ‘??(A’), and once again the converse is 
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not true. However, if A and C are of full rank [ p(A) = q, p(C) = ICI, 
then all estimators in the theorem are unique. In (iii>, Z??( 0’) n I%‘( A’) n 
‘Z( D’)]’ = {O} is equivalent to g’(D) n %‘(D( A’)” > = {O], which implies 
that %(D’> c %?(A’). 
Theorem 5.1 tells us how to design an experiment when DBE = 0 holds. 
Turning to the more general case MLNM( ABC; D, BE, = 0, i = 1,2), it is 
first noticed that the nested subspace condition for MLNM(CyL, Ai B,C,) 
may not hold if we just plug in, in line with the approach above, the solution 
presented in Theorem 3.1(u) in the mean structure. Therefore we need some 
kind of restrictions on the D’s or/and E’s, for example ‘8’(C’Ez ) G %?(C’E;) ), 
%‘(E;) $L k%E;), which will be supposed to hold; and then Theorem 
3.1 implies that MLNM(ABC; Di BE, = 0, i = 1,2) is equivalent to 
MLNM(AU,o,E;‘C + AU,8,(E, : E,)“‘C + AU,@,E;‘C + AU,B,C), 
where the U matrices are defined in Theorem 3.l(ii). Alternative restrictions 
are %‘(E;) z %‘(Ey) and %‘(D;> c SF(O;> or A(DI, :<D’, : DI,)“)” = 0, as 
well as others. In applications ‘&‘( E,) c %‘(E,) is more common than 
‘Z?‘(C’El ) & ‘Z’(C’Ey ), ‘Z( Ei ) e ‘Z?( ET >, but the latter case is easier to han- 
dle, since the mean consists of three parameter matrices instead of four 
(8, -O,), and it will now be considered. For an example where g( E,) L %‘( E,) 
see Section 4. 
THEOREM 5.2. The modeZ MLNM(ABC; Di BE, = 0, i = 1,2) under 
the restrictions F(C’Ei > 2 %‘(C’Ey >, %?‘(Ei ) g %‘(Ey > is eyuizjalent to an 
ML^NM(A$B,C + A$&E;‘C +AAU,O,E;‘C + A&0&E, : E,)“‘C), B = 
U,0, + U,f?,Ey’ + U,tl,El’ + U,t?,(E,: E,)“‘, where the expressions for 
13-0, follow from Theorem 2.1 and the definition of the U’s from Theorem 
3.1(u). 
(i) e^r is unique if and only if 
%‘(A(Ur:Ua))’ n@(A(U1:Uz:UJ) n2Y(A(U,:U,:U,)) = {0}, 
g( AU,) n @‘( AU,) = (0) > 
%(AU,)’ ng(A(U, :Us)) n 2F(A(U,:U,)) = {0}, 
P(C) = k, 
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and any yatrix spanning %Y( AU,) used in the formulas is of full rank. 
(ii) 8, is unique if and only if 
'Z(A(U~:U4))1n'Z'(A(U,:U,:U,))n~(A(U,:U,:U,))= (01, 
e( AU,) n g’( AU,) = (0) > 
E'(AU,)' nE'(A(U,:U,))n iF(A(U,:U,)) = {0}, 
and any matrices spanning @(AU,) and iF(C’E;) > which are used in the 
formulas pre of full rank. 
(iii) 6, is unique if and only if 
g(AUl) n %(A&-,)) = (O), 
and any matrices spanning E’( AU,) and %‘(C’E~ > which are used in the 
formulas pre of full rank. 
(iv) 0, is unique if and otily if 
E’( A&!,) n G?( A( U, : U, : U4)) = (0)) 
and any matrices spanning %?( AU,) and @C’( E, : E,)” > which are used in 
the form&s are of full rank. 
(v) B is unique if and only if 
p(C) = k, %'(A')' n'&'(Uq) = {0}, 
e(UqO'U3) n '2?(U,"'(A')") = {0}, 
E'((U3:Uq)o'U,) n IT((U,:U,)"'(A')") = {0}, and ‘Z’(Us) c %?(A’). 
Proof. Statements (i)-(k) f 11 o ow immediately from Theorem 2.2. State- 
ment (v) follows from the next lemma, which also will be used later. The 
proof of the lemma is omitted, since it is more or less a copy of the proof 
which is given for Theorem 2.2 in von Rosen (1990). 
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LEMMA 5.1. In MLNM(C:=, A,B,C,) let I? = IX;‘=, K,giL,, where ihe 
K’s and L’s are known matrices all difl erent from the null matrix. Then B is 
unique if and only if 
CiCT;(C,,C;) L,i = Li, i >j, %‘( Li) c g(c,), i = 1,2,3,4, 
g(( K, - K,G, A,)‘) c g( A;( Ado)> 
g([(& - K,G,4) - (4 - W,AdG,41’) 
c SY( A;3( A, : A,)‘) 
%({( K, - K,G, 4) - (K, - K,G, A,)&& 
- [(K3 - K,G, 4) 
- ( K, - K,G, A,)G, A,] W,~) 
c %(A;( A, : A, : AR)’ ). 
REMARKS. Note that 2?(U, : UC, : U,) = ‘i%U2)’ , g(ul : u2 : Q) = 
%(U,)’ , g(u3 : u,) = $?(L&)’ , %‘(U, : U,) = HO’,)’ . Furthermore, the 
condition that E?( AU2), $??( AU,), etc. are of full rank also puts some 
restrictions on the subspaces. 
For more general restrictions such ;IS Di BE, = 0, i = 1,2,. . . , s, there 
are two problems which we have to consider. The first is, of course, to find 
suitable representations of solutions. For i > 3, besides a vectorized form of 
B which is not useful, it is not known how to present the general solution in 
an interpretable way (the case i = 3 has been solved in von Rosen (1993)). 
Thus we have to put some restrictions on the D’s and E’s in Di BE, = 0. The 
second problem is how to stay within the class MLNM(EE, Ai B,C,>, i.e. a 
model where the nested subspace condition is fulfilled. There exist many 
possibilities. As an example we may suppose that E’( E,: > c W( E,: I) c . .. c 
Z( E,:) holds. In this case the solutions are easy to obtain and the model is 
immediately seen to belong to MLNM(CyI_ I Ai B,C,). This has been shown in 
von Rosen (1989). 
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6. RESTRICTIONS OF THE FORM D, B,E, + D, B,E, = 0 
In this section we will consider MLNM( ABC; D,8E, + D,BE, = 0) 
where the A’s, C’s, D’s, and E’s are known matrices and B and 8 are 
unknown. Restrictions of this type where D,tlE, # 0 have very rarely been 
treated, and erroneous results have been presented. Here we will indicate 
how to obtain correct maximum likelihood estimators and show some proper- 
ties for them. At the end of Section 4 we have one example where this type of 
restrictions could be relevant. 
THEOREM 6.1. MLNM( ABC; D,0E, + D, BE, = 0) can equivalently 
be described by MLNM(A(DI,)“/3,C + A(DLD”, :(DI,)“y(?..(E,(E;)“)“‘C + 
AD:,D;~,E;~~, B = (0;>“0, + (0;~; :(D~~~,(E,(E;YY + 
D’, D;e^,E;‘, and e^ = -D;D~(D;~D”, i (D;)“>“~“,(E,(E;)“)“‘E,E, + 
(D;pe, + D; 8,E;‘. The estimators 8, - 8, are obtained by the aid of 
Theorem 2.1; 0, and 8, are arbitrary matrices. 
(i) i3 is unique if and only if 
‘iF(AD’,D”,) n ~(A(D;D;)“) = (0) 
and AD;*DD”, and C’E; are offull rank. 
(ii) 8, is unique if and only if 
@(A(D’,)‘) n ‘Z’(A(D;D”, :(D$)‘) = {0}, 
%(A(D;)‘)’ r-Z’(A(D’,D; :(D;)‘)) f’ %$4(D;D”,)“), 
and A(( D’,p : 0; 01) and C’( E,( E;)“ p are of full rank. 
(iii) e^, is unique if and only if 
LF(A(D;)“) n %‘(A(D:,D; :(D;)‘)‘) = {0}, 
g(A(D;D; :(D’,)‘))l n7(A(D;)“), 
A(DI,y i;s offull rank, and p(C) = k. 
(iv) 8 is unique if and only if 
‘iZ’(D,(D’,D; :(D$)O) n Z?(D,(A’)O) = {0}, 
~((DP(A’)o)o’D2D~D;) n S((D,(A’)“)“‘D,) = {0}, 
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and D, a?d E, are offull rank. 
(v) B is unique if and only if 
%( D;)’ n%‘( A’)‘= {0}, 
%?(D,(D:,D; :(D$)O) n Z?‘(D,(A’)‘) = {0}, 
Z?(D,D;) c%‘(A’). 
Proof. Statements @-(iii) f 11 o ow from Theorem 2.2, and (iv) and (v) 
from Lemma 4.1. 
REMARK. Notethatin(v),@D,(D;Dy :(D’,)“)“)n7(D,(A’P)={O} 
is identical to g( Dl> n 55’( D,( A’)” > = (0). 
Another situation where the restriction D, B, E, + D, B, E, = 0 is useful 
is when studying MLNM(Cy! I Ai B,C,), e.g. MLNM(A, B,C, + A, B,C,; 
D, B, E, + D, B, E, = 0). However, for this situation, besides e(C;) c 
‘%?(C;) we have to impose some further conditions so that explicit estimators 
can be obtained. This is not difficult, and results can be obtained in a similar 
manner to those given above. 
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